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Writing has characterized such a unique aspect of my life, yet it’s never been consistent. I seem to 
have these inexplicable episodes of creativity where there is no distance too great and no hurdle too 
high to prevent my pen from reaching the page. Mere days later, I might lose interest altogether and 
only find myself scribbling trivialities in the margins of my notebook when witty lines of prose pop 
into my head. This is still an ongoing internal battle, but I have recently begun to find ways, physical 
methods, to work around this exhausting roller coaster that ranges from incredible inspiration to 
deep lull.  
 
As my life winds down unintended paths, I have found that writing during these difficult times, in 
any capacity, is an incredibly healing act. I will discuss the methods and techniques I developed that 
have helped me stabilize myself and my pen in the face of writer’s block. However, I should disclaim 
that these techniques are not a cure-all for those suffering under the apathy and atrophy of their own 
hand. These are very simple techniques that will hopefully get the fingertips and brain on the same 
page—exactly what works and what doesn’t work is highly individualized. 
 
“I don’t think everyone wants to create the great American novel, but we all have a dream of telling 

our stories—of realizing what we think, feel, and see before we die. Writing is a path to meet 
ourselves and become intimate.” 

—Natalie Goldberg, Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within 
 
 

H E A D S P A C E  H O M E C O M I N G   
 

In the endless wandering of my writing process, I have found that half the hurdle is in my head. 
State of mind is endlessly important as the writer sits down to write anything from journal entries to 
their magnum opus. I don’t think that the writer needs to reclaim their mind entirely, nor grapple 
with the mental clot in their creative bloodstream. However, a semblance of peace, of calm, of quiet 
reflection can help open up the artery and begin the warm flow of words to the mind, and then to 
the page. Convincing myself to sit down, to create space in my overactive and overworked brain, is 
often what prevents me from writing altogether. Yet, when I make the conscious effort to break 
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through this wall of fear and inability, I feel so much better. I feel like a creative person, like a writer 
again, like someone who has something to say. This is why I do this work: I want to express myself; 
I want to feel important; I want to be able to distill my emotions into a format that can be read and 
understood by other humans. 
 
I usually don’t set out to write my greatest piece every time I take a stab at poetry or novelistic 
wanderings. Yet, I think the greatest thing writer’s block has taken from me is the ability to simply 
write. An effective strategy to reclaim that sense of importance in every thought that scrolls through 
my mind while I’m writing has been to take a moment, clear my head, and scribble my most inane 
thoughts onto a page. However, I still periodically fall into the easy trap of wanting every line of 
prose, every piece of dialogue, to be perfect, precise, and groundbreaking. The desire for perfection 
has only made me not want to write at all. What’s the point of even trying if it’s not my greatest 
work?  
 
I have spoken to others who experience this problem and they elicit the same advice: just write. 
Write anything and everything. Write creative shopping lists; write one-line poems on the back of 
your biology flashcards; write your most audacious thought on the margins of this page. Get those 
free radicals out of your brain and onto the page, in any capacity. This work has helped me arrive at 
a headspace that might help me write the “next great American novel.” If not, at the very least, a line 
or two that might change someone else’s life. 
 
Whatever your writing process ends up looking like, don’t feel pressured to write every day like a lot 
of resources suggest. If folks are already putting in that labor to improve their practice, then I don’t 
discourage them. However, if you already write and have not adopted that technique, there should 
be no guilt. I have found that writing in any amount, if intentional, is beneficial to the craft. 
 

“Tried to lose myself in the primitive / in Yosemite like John Muir did /  
But his eyes were blue and mine are red and raw.” 

—Conor Oberst, “Barbary Coast” 
 

P H Y S I C A L  M O T I O N  
 

More and more, I am beginning to see the importance of movement. Physical movement has helped 
me connect my mind and my body. Not only does it help my physical body process daily 
experiences, but it also helps my emotional body process its thoughts and feelings. I strongly believe 
that merely going through the motions with any activity, including writing, can be beneficial to  
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anyone who feels stuck because it begins to develop a synaptic pathway,1 a muscle memory,  
a routine, a practice, and a deeper understanding of the activity.  
 
For me, it was beneficial to keep a journal and pen on my person. I went out and bought those little 
pocket journals, and to this day I uncomfortably stuff them in my back pocket when I leave the 
house. I don’t write in the notebooks every day, but they are a physical reminder of the presence of 
writing in my life. 
 
I surrounded myself with journals in every nook and cranny, though I found it was difficult for me 
to view the pieces that I wrote by hand as significant or as paramount as the pieces that I typed onto 
my computer. Yet, I have found that there is so much depth to the organic process of writing  
a work to completion by hand. It is tedious and I usually get hand cramps, but the more I do it, the 
easier and more satisfying it becomes. 
 
I began to combat this computer superiority by hand writing multiple drafts of my school 
assignments. After completing this rather painstaking task a few times, I applied this method to my 
creative work. It shifted my focus to view the work I did in my journal as important as the work on 
my computer. It felt worth the extra effort and far more emotionally cathartic. Writing by hand now 
feels like going out for a run or riding a bike, a way to get the proverbial wiggles out, and I often rise 
from my desk with a deep feeling of satisfaction. More recently, I have further realized my 
connection with the ancient art form and practice. As a writer, I believe it is important to feel part of 
a greater whole, to have a sense of purpose. It is so important to write, and with global literacy rates 
rising due to available resources and international outreach, writing is now more accessible than 
ever.2 I know the ability to write will only become more readily available as this generation marches 
forward. 
 

“Genius might be the ability to say a profound thing in a simple way.”  
—Charles Bukowski, Notes From a Dirty Old Man 

 
 

O N  Q U A N T I T Y  A N D  Q U A L I T Y  
 

I found that in the beginning of my efforts to combat writer’s block, getting words on the page was 
better than nothing. At first, I constantly forced myself to free-write on topics that I struggled with. 
However, that felt narrow-focused. A more powerful, holistic, and creative breakthrough I had was 

                                                
1 Scott Freeman, Lizabeth Allison, Kim Quillin, Biological Science, 5th Edition (Boston: Pearson, 2014), 952-69. 
2 UNESCO, “Literacy Rates Continue to Rise from One Generation to the Next,” UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 
no. 45 (2017), date accessed March 7, 2018. http://uis.unesco.org/FS45-literacy-en-2017-v10 
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through writing tiny poems. I hesitate to formally call them Haikus, because they don’t follow the 
traditional 5-7-5 syllable format, but they are three-line poems inspired by the Japanese form, and  
I usually write them on natural subjects. Take this one for example that I wrote on a short walk 
through the woods one evening this year:  
 
 Blackferns, black-ferns, black ferns, 
  you rustle endlessly in this inky darkness. 
   Though I cannot see, your presence guides me in the breezy forest.  
 
These poems are similar to the Haiku in that I try to convey deep emotion through as few words as 
possible. I intentionally chose to forgo the 5-7-5 rule because the English language is not nearly as 
contextual or as emotionally rich as the Japanese language.3 Here is another one  
I wrote, sitting outside, shortly before I started on this article: 
 
 Tahoma, Sierra Cascadia, Mt. Rainier 
  sits pleasantly and contently blanketed in snow, 
   smug with the knowledge of its prominence over the landscape. 
 
Here’s another, to show that not all are so wordy:  
 
  The ships, 
   the docks, 
    bob merrily in harbor at sunset.  
 
Entertaining and following this method whenever I was inspired by elements of nature, a beautiful 
landscape, or a particular scene downtown began to get the creative juices flowing. I looked at the 
world through the lens of a lyricist, attempting to conduct words to help describe my surroundings, 
which translated into easier writing across the board. At first, these poems felt clunky and strange, 
but as I kept scribbling them down in my newly-pocketed journals, they became an extension of 
myself. I began flipping through a thesaurus to find the exact vocabulary to describe these scenes in 
my life as I came across them. I surrounded myself with words, with word-meanings, with these 
strange small poems, and eventually I was so steeped in writing that, without even knowing it,  
I began to write for myself again. These exercises no longer felt like exercises; they felt like true 
expressions of my deeper emotions, and my unending manic-loop of incredible inspiration to deep 
lull seemed to stabilize.  
 

                                                
3 Fengping Gao, “Japanese: A Heavily Culture-Laden Language,” date accessed March 7, 2018. 
https://www.immi.se/intercultural/nr10/fengping-gao.htm 
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F I N A L  T H O U G H T S  
 

Maintaining inspiration and practicing what I preach are still things I’m not perfect at, and I don’t 
know if I ever will be. It seems that the ongoing struggle with motivation and purpose is the 
personal crusade of every writer. Little tips and tricks helped me here and there, but nothing really 
changed until I established a personal routine that didn’t feel contrived or corny. The best piece of 
advice I can offer fellow writers who are currently struggling: find methods you enjoy and make 
them your own. If there’s nothing in this article for you, then look elsewhere until you’ve found 
something that works. Claim the practice’s positive influence on your life and run with it until your 
hand cramps up. Get as many thoughts on the page as it takes to find worth in your ideas, because, 
in the end, valuing your practice is what will truly change your writing. 
 


